Whatcom Humane
Society Statement
of Principle

The Whatcom Humane Society
believes that all animals, as sentient beings, have value beyond
economic measurements and are
entitled to legal, moral, and ethical consideration and protection.

Vision

Our community treats all animals
with kindness, respect, and
compassion.

Mission Statement

The Whatcom Humane Society:
• Advocates for animals;
• Educates the community to
promote humane treatment
and respect for animals,
• Provides for abandoned,
injured, abused or neglected
animals.

SHELTER LOCATION
2172 Division Street
Bellingham, WA 98226
Phone: (360) 733-2080
Fax: (360) 733-4746

HOURS OF OPERATION:
Shelter Services
(licensing, lost & found,
redemptions, etc.)

Wednesday – Saturday
10:00 am – 6:00 pm
Sunday – Monday
11:00 am – 5:00 pm
Closed Tuesdays &
Major Holidays

Adoption Services /
Animal Adoption Viewing
Wednesday – Saturday
11:00 am – 5:30 pm
Sunday – Monday
12:00 pm – 4:30 pm
Closed Tuesdays &
Major Holidays

Animal Control Dispatch
Sunday – Tuesday
9:00 am – 5:00 pm
Wednesday – Saturday
10:00 am – 6:00 pm

*For after hours emergencies
please call 9-1-1

Phone: (360) 733-2080
Fax: (360) 733-4746

Farm Facility

By appointment only

Wildlife Rehabilitation
Center

Fall/Winter
9:00 am – 5:00 pm
Late Spring/Summer
8:00 am – 7:00 pm
(360) 966-8845 – please
call, not open to the public
www.whatcomhumane.org
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A Message From The Executive Director
Dear Friends,
I often describe working in the animal
welfare field as a “calling,” not a job.
When you find yourself drawn to this type
of work, you soon realize that there is no
such thing as a regular schedule. 40 hour
weeks don’t exist and weekends are just
another day. You learn not to make plans
too far in advance and your friends and
family come to begrudgingly recognize
that you will cancel, as an animal related
emergency has come up - always taking
Laura Clark, Executive Director
priority over planned lunches, dinners,
parties, movies and other events. Sleep
is a luxury and one you learn to cherish.
There is always one more thing that needs to be done, one more animal that needs to
be cared for and a long list of projects, programs and correspondence that is overdue
and needs attention. Working at the Whatcom Humane Society means that you come to
expect the unexpected. One weekend day, not long ago I walked into the front office
at our Division Street shelter. It had already been a very long week, as our organization
had received some negative press, compliments of the local newspaper. Our staff,
myself included, were feeling a bit beat up over the unfortunate and, in my opinion,
unnecessary newspaper article, and we were working to move forward and focus our
time and attention on what was really important – the animals! I entered our shelter and
observed staff, as usual, doing about 20 tasks simultaneously. I noticed cages being
carried in from the back parking lot – lots of cages. I asked what was going on and a
member of our animal care team said rather calmly “Those are for the birds, snake,
turtles and guinea pigs we just received.” I then glanced up to one of the dry erase
boards near the animal care work station and saw a note that read “Need more hay for
goats in barnyard.” Next to it, was another note that read “Wildlife center has been
contacted to pick up injured gull.” I quickly realized that my plans to only stay at work
for a short time and then get away for a long overdue lunch with a friend was not going
to happen. I walked upstairs to my office, removed my coat, put on my nametag, sent a
text to my friend cancelling plans and then returned downstairs to assist staff with the
new animal arrivals. As I was in our small barnyard in the back of our shelter getting the
new goats settled, wildlife center staff arrived to pick up the injured gull and transport it
back to the center for treatment and care. Behind them, members of our animal control
team drove up. They had recently been at the home of an elderly person, who had
bred small dogs for many years but could no longer care for the animals and wanted to
surrender them to WHS. I watched as several very dirty, scared dogs, clearly in need of
grooming and veterinary treatment were carefully carried into the shelter. As I walked
back into the building, I heard staff talking about the fact that a stray cat that had been
in the shelter for a few days had just given birth in her kennel. “Kitten Season” was
officially upon us.
As I left the shelter that night - tired, dirty and not having completed one single project
Letter Continued on p. 4
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WHS Volunteers
~ PROFILES IN KINDNESS ~
WHS VOLUNTEERS
MAKE THE DIFFERENCE!
How beautiful a day can be
When kindness touches it!
~George Elliston
We may be a bit biased, but we think that Whatcom Humane Society volunteers are
the BEST VOLUNTEERS IN THE WORLD!! We love and appreciate our volunteers so
much.
In 2018 over 523 dedicated WHS volunteers spent over 29,000 hours helping the
animals at our domestic animal shelter, wildlife center and farm facility, as well as
volunteering at outreach events, fundraising, fostering animals, humane education
presentations and working behind the scenes in our operations. WOW! WOW! WOW!
In the first quarter of 2019 over 355 WHS volunteers dedicated their time, energy and
efforts to support our mission, programs, services and the animals in our care and
community.
Many of our volunteers, have been helping animals in our shelters and beyond for
many, many years. We would like to showcase a few of these superstars.
To join our amazing volunteer team, visit www.whatcomhumane.org.
Name: Kim Rice
WHS Volunteer for over 18 years
VOLUNTEER JOB(s): Cat TLC volunteer and trainer, board
member
FAVORITE THING ABOUT VOLUNTEERING AT WHS:
There are so many things I love about volunteering at WHS
but overall I love being a part of an organization where
everyone is so obviously dedicated to the animals in their
care. I have never felt so much love in a building - I am
grateful for the experience.
Name:   Deb Strong
WHS Volunteer for over 10 years
VOLUNTEER JOB(s): Started off with walking dogs and
transporting animals to other rescues, laundry, dishwasher
volunteer, Gala committee volunteer for the silent auction
every year.
FAVORITE THING ABOUT VOLUNTEERING AT
WHS: Working alongside the dedicated staff and knowing
that my volunteering is appreciated.

Veterinary Services
Karen Rounds, DVM
Sarah Hansen, Vet Assistant
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Thank You!
Name: Jen Bradley
WHS Volunteer for over 14 years
VOLUNTEER JOB(s): Small animal TLC, dog TLC and laundry.
FAVORITE THING ABOUT VOLUNTEERING AT WHS: The staff & the other
volunteers. It’s so wonderful to be surrounded by people who really care about all
of our fellow creatures! Thank you WHS!

Name: Anne Kauffman
WHS Volunteer for over 18 years
VOLUNTEER JOB(s): Vet Clinic Volunteer
FAVORITE THING ABOUT VOLUNTEERING AT WHS: Although I signed up to
volunteer in order to interact with non-human animals, my favorite thing about
volunteering is the interactions with the dedicated, professional, welcoming staff!

Name: Jane Talbot
WHS Volunteer for over 17 years
VOLUNTEER JOB(s): Vet Clinic volunteer, board member, foster parent
FAVORITE THING ABOUT VOLUNTEERING AT WHS: I have loved the
opportunity to learn from the dynamic staff that we have at WHS. It’s also been such
a wonderful reminder of how lucky we are to have WHS there for all animals in our
community.

Name: Theresa Cameron
WHS Volunteer for over 13 years
VOLUNTEER JOB(s): Cat TLC, training, special events
FAVORITE THING ABOUT VOLUNTEERING AT WHS: Working with the animals,
obviously. And getting to be part of an organization that does so much good for
the community. The WHS staff and volunteers are an amazing group of people!

“Friend” us on Facebook & Twitter! Become a “fan” of the WHS Facebook & Twitter pages and
receive updates on what is going on at our shelters and the latest up-to-date information on animal
related issues in our community.
Want to receive the latest WHS news via email? Sign up & join our email newsletter list. Email your
address to: admin@whatcomhumane.org. In the “message” line type “join email news list.” Thanks!
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Name: Kerri Kuljis
WHS Volunteer for over 11 years
VOLUNTEER JOB(s): Vet Clinic volunteer, foster care, and special events.
FAVORITE THING ABOUT VOLUNTEERING AT WHS: As a strong supporter of
WHS, by volunteering I feel like I am doing some small thing to help them achieve
their mission. I have worked with and met staff and other volunteers who I hope will
always be in my life. I admire the work of the whole team. I have seen through the
years that it can be very hard, mentally and physically and an unappreciated job.
Know that you are appreciated. Keep up the good work.
Name: Kristin Noreen
WHS Volunteer for over 11 years
VOLUNTEER JOB(s): Cat TLC, Gala/Fundraising committee, occasional laundry,
official go-to sewing and misc. crafts person
FAVORITE THING ABOUT VOLUNTEERING AT WHS: The stories and helping shy,
scared and timid animals in need.

Name: Santina Lampman
WHS Volunteer for over 10 years
VOLUNTEER JOB(s): Vet Clinic volunteer, kitty foster parent, and occasional baker.
FAVORITE THING ABOUT VOLUNTEERING AT WHS: I love the people, it is such
a fun group of people to see every week. Making a difference in the lives of the
animals I help is high up there too.

Message from Executive Director, continued from p. 1

on my desk - I drove home and could not help but think about the incredible work that happens at the
Whatcom Humane Society. Since 1902 our organization has been there to shelter, care for, protect, advocate
and provide for the animals in our community. I’m so proud to be associated with our non-profit agency and
the staff, volunteers, WHS members, donors and community partners who all work together to support and
help the animals in need. It’s an honor and privilege to serve this organization and the animals in our shelters.
We have so much to be proud of, but so much more to accomplish. I look forward to continuing our work and
fulfilling our life-saving mission. Thank you for helping us help so many animals.
With Gratitude and Respect,

Laura Clark,
Executive Director
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WHS News
SWAN SONG! WHS WILDLIFE REHABILITATION
CENTER RECEIVES RECORD NUMBER OF SWANS
Written by: Alysha Evans, manager WHS wildlife rehabilitation center,
licensed wildlife rehabilitator, LVT

There is nothing that brings me more joy on a rainy November day than hearing the
distinct trumpet from the first swan of the season as it flies overhead. I run outside to the
back field at the WHS wildlife rehabilitation center and search the clouds in order to get
a glimpse of this magnificent bird. Sure enough, there it is, along with a few others, and I
stand back in awe and with a smile of joy, and announce that swan season is here!
Swan season at the WHS wildlife center comes with much anticipated excitement as it has
been almost 6 months since we treated our last swan. The trumpeter and tundra swans start
to arrive in Washington during November/December after making their migration from
Alaska. At first just a few grace our presence and soon after they come in flocks turning our
fields, ponds and lakes white. Once March hits, they start to make their trek back home.
As a wildlife center we never wish to see any injured animals, but swans hold a special
place in our hearts as we know their need for help is imminent. We work very closely with
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), the Northwest Swan Conservation Association and Puget Sound Energy to rescue, admit and treat every sick swan that is
reported - oh boy is that a lot of swans! They arrive at our center for many reasons, here are
a few: power line strikes, animal attacks, car collisions, emaciation/dehydration and parasite loads. However, the main
reason we see these patients is due to lead poisoning.
Lead is a heavily used kind of ammunition. It was banned for use in waterfowl hunting 28 years ago, but still remains
in the environment. When lead shot falls to the ground, it gets churned with the soil and eventually settles into the
sediment. Swans are naturally very deep feeders and often ingest these pellets accidentally. Birds naturally ingest some
form of gravel/rock in order to aid in their digestion, and unfortunately they cannot tell lead apart from natural substances. Unfortunately, there are just no good ways to eradicate lead from the environment.
Once the lead becomes ingested, it starts to create a toxic response within the body. Ultimately it will end up in the
bloodstream, bone marrow and organs which often cause irreparable damage, even only from 1 lead pellet.
Swans who have been affected by lead are often seen alone, not able to fly, lethargic and ultimately not able to move.
WDFW has been working hard to ensure that these birds receive the care they need when this happens. They employ
a swan biologist who works all season with us to make sure that these birds come into the center. They monitor a 24
hour swan hotline at (360) 466 - 4345 ext 266 where all swan related calls should be reported.
After the swan is rescued and arrives at the WHS wildlife center, we start the triage process. Sometimes we get one
at a time, other times we get 16. Every swan receives: individual identification numbers, exams, blood lead tests,
radiographs, additional blood work, treatments, nutritional therapy and fluid therapy. Some swans receive surgery
and wound care depending on their additional illness(s). On average, each swan intake will take staff 30 minutes, as
well as daily care which takes 2 – 3 hours. That is a lot of swans! Staff keep a record on every swan that includes: diet,
weight, medications, blood work, treatments, mentation, special notes and progress reports. This record is later used
by government agencies to track overall swan health.
The treatment for lead poisoning is not for the faint of heart! After we evaluate the overall condition of the swan
including blood work, an assessment is made based on quality of life as well as if the patient can be released. Sadly we
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do see many swans that are far beyond any medical treatment, and for them we give the most precious gift we have to
offer, an end to suffering via humane euthanasia.
If the swan is able to go through treatment, we start the process. The swans are placed on fluid therapy, pain medications, a special chelating agent that binds to the lead and excretes it in a non - toxic form, antibiotics, pellet removal if
necessary and nutritional therapy. These birds are often emaciated and take weeks to fully eat on their own and gain
weight, resulting in staff needing to provide nutrition via a feeding tube. Throughout this process blood lead levels
are often rechecked, as lead has the ability to be stored in the bone marrow and then leach out into the blood again.
We continue and repeat treatment until the swan is deemed completely lead free. The special chelating agent used for
treating the lead is very specific and comes from one of two places. We never like to think of the financial side of our
important work, but this life-saving medication is very costly. One vial is over $100 and each swan that goes through
treatment receives at least 1 vial. We are lucky to have such generous donors and sponsors; we simply could not help
these birds otherwise.
The treatment process requires trained staff to work with
these birds on an average of 2 - 3 times per day. Most people
tell us that swans must be ornamental gentle giants, boy oh
boy is it ever the exact opposite - swans mean business! Just
like any other wild animal, they are stressed and scared when
they arrive at the wildlife center and use their defenses to
keep us predators away. This means they run, bite, kick and
“wing slap”. What is a “wing slap” you say? Why it is when
they gather all their strength and strike their opponent with
their very bony and dense wrists. This may sound not so bad,
but keep in mind that the large males can stand almost 4 feet
tall and have a wingspan of 6 feet, ouch! WHS wildlife center
staff are specially trained to reduce stress in these birds and
minimize defensive behavior. For this reason along with many others, only trained personnel respond to and work
with swans.
Once a swan has stabilized and is ready for conditioning, we ensure that it goes through a series of checks before release. This means the swan is physically, mentally and behaviorally ready to survive in the wild and make the long trek
back to Alaska. These swans are generally in our care for 4 months and are released close to migration time, which
starts in March.
It is our goal to treat as many swans as possible and we are constantly learning new ways to do this. Staff stay extremely busy during swan season and this past season, we received close to 200 swans! It is a grim outcome, with a 20%
release rate due to the severity of their illnesses. We continue to hold out hope as medicine is ever changing and we
work with agencies that really put this species first. There is nothing more special than seeing these creatures return to
the wild when release day comes.
When all is said and done, I look at the calendar and see it is April, of the following year. I think to myself, where has
this time gone and how did we get here already?! I look through the records and realize just how lucky we are to be
able to help these powerful creatures. It is with tired joy that I say job well done to everyone involved and remember
the feeling of watching our patients fly off. Even though I know the many challenges that swan season brings, I cannot
help but feel excited for the next time I hear their trumpeting swan song.
To learn more about our ongoing plans to construct a new WHS wildlife rehabilitation center and support these efforts, please visit www.whatcomhumane.org.
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WHS Wish List
Domestic Animal Shelter
• Postage stamps (first class & postcard)
• Copy paper (white, color & cardstock)
• Gift Cards from petStop, Fred Meyer,
Hardware Sales, Whatcom Farmer’s
Coop, Office Depot, Michaels, Petco,
PetSmart & Costco
• New batteries
• New pens and highlighters
• Blankets and towels (no electric blankets)
• Dog Walk Harnesses – Easy Walk &
Wonder Walk, front clip especially
needed
• Dog collars
• New dog and cat toys

• Creamy peanut
butter
• Paper towels
• Leashes
• Small animal
treats and toys
• Bags and cans
of dog and cat food (can be open or
unopened, just not expired)
• Tennis balls
• KONG Toys (L & XL) for shelter dogs
• Catnip

Farm Facility
• Gift Cards for Hardware Sales/Lowe’s/
Home Depot, Whatcom Farmers Co-op
• Rubber stall mats
• Vet wrap
• New halters and lead ropes
• New horse treats and toys
• Fly spray

• De-wormer
• Stall Mats
• Bags of animal
bedding
• Horse Treats

Wildlife Rehabilitation Center
• Gift Cards for Costco, Fred Meyer, PetCo, PetSmart, Whatcom Farmers Coop, Hardware Sales and Chris’s Squirrels
& More (www.squirrelsandmore.com)
• Environmentally friendly hand, dish, and
laundry soap
• Bleach
• Paper Towels
• Toilet Paper
• Hand Sanitizer Gel
• Latex Gloves
• Welding Gloves
• Fishing Nets with Poles
• Play-Pens
• Old sheets/pillow cases/fleece blankets
• Non-automatic turn-off heating pads
• Cotton Balls
• Straw Bales
• Pet Carriers (all sizes)
• Tarps
• Medium to large plastic storage bins
(clear) with lids

• Feather dusters
• Frozen meats
(chicken, liver,
heart, venison)
• Frozen fish (small
and large sizes)
• Frozen berries
• Soy-free cat and dog food (Costco
Brand is good)
• High quality wet canned cat food
• Cracked corn
• Bird seed
• Various nuts (for squirrels)
• Rodents blocks
• Eggs
• Ensure – Vanilla flavor
• Blood worms (cube style)
• Baby Food of all kinds
• Large live mealworms

Donations for any of our facilities can be dropped off at the WHS shelter facility
Wednesday-Saturday, 10am - 6pm, Sunday - Monday, 11am - 5pm.
For more information, please contact Zakia Kaminski at (360) 733-2080, ext # 3116 or
email outreach@whatcomhumane.org. Check out our amazon.com wish list! Visit
amazon.com, “gifts & wish lists” (and register on Amazon Smile - a % of your purchase
will be donated to WHS!) then type in Whatcom Humane.
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WHS MONTHLY
PET LOSS
SUPPORT GROUP

The Whatcom Humane Society’s monthly Pet Loss Support Group offers support and
resources to help with the loss
of a pet. The Pet Loss Support
Group meets the 3rd Thursday of each month from 6pm
– 7:30pm in the multi-purpose
room at the Whatcom Humane
Society’s Division Street shelter
facility.
There is no charge for this
group, no reservations needed
and you are free to attend as
often as necessary throughout
your grief process.
The Pet Loss Support Group
provides a safe, supportive
place where pet owners can
share stories about their pet
and work through their grief
with others who have suffered a
similar loss.
Volunteers provide supportive
help for those who have been
touched by the loss of a pet, are
anticipating the death of a pet,
are dealing with the difficult
decision of euthanasia, have suffered from a lost or stolen pet
or are wondering when/if it is
time to add another pet to the
family.
For more information, please
contact Zakia Kaminski at (360)
733-2080, ext # 3116 or email
outreach@whatcomhumane.org.

SAVE THE DATES!
10TH ANNUAL PUTT FORE PETS GOLF
TOURNAMENT

Thursday, August 8 @ 11:30 am
Bellingham Golf & Country Club
Join us for a great day on the course with your friends and
colleagues! Besides the amazing golf course at the Bellingham
Golf & Country Club, this year’s Putts Fore Pets Golf
Tournament will feature fabulous prizes, friendly competition
and a delicious vegetarian buffet dinner.
Proceeds from the event support the Whatcom Humane Society
and the domestic, wild and farm animals in our care.
10 years…new price! Now only $110 per person!
Questions? Call Kevin at 360-296-0441 or email kevinstray@
comcast.net
To register, visit www.whatcomhumane.org

ANNUAL DOG DAYS OF SUMMER
FESTIVAL

CALLING ALL DOGS AND YOUR PEOPLE!!!
SUNDAY, AUGUST 25TH 11AM - 3PM
LOCATION: THE FIELD BEHIND THE WHATCOM
HUMANE SOCIETY DIVISION STREET SHELTER
Join us for the biggest, best, most FUN Dog Days of Summer
Festival to date. A day of FUN for dogs and their people.
Activities include: pet themed vendors, canine contests and
games, activities, demonstrations, an animal caricaturist,
vegetarian food trucks, music and more!
Best of all, as always, entrance and admission to the Dog Days of
Summer Festival will be FREE!

YOU AUTO DONATE
You “auto” donate your old car, truck, boat,
boathouse, RV or trailer to benefit the animals
at the Whatcom Humane Society. All
donated vehicles must be running and able to
be driven, with a clean title. Your donation is
tax deductible and will help support our daily
operations. For more information, please
contact Laura Clark at (360) 733-2080, ext #
3026 or email director@whatcomhumane.org.

VISIT WHATCOMHUMANE.ORG OR THE WHS FACEBOOK
PAGE FOR UPDATES, A SCHEDULE OF EVENTS AND PARKING
LOCATIONS AS THE EVENT DATE GETS CLOSER.
VENDOR / SPONSORSHIP INFO & QUESTIONS - contact: Dana
Browne at: events@whatcomhumane.org or call (360)733-2080,
x3014.
Please note: Due to space limitations, we are only able to offer
vendor booths to animal related businesses, animal related
causes and animal welfare advocacy and rescue groups (with
valid 501(c)3 status). Dog Trainers wishing to have a vendor booth
must train using only positive, reward based training methods.
Food vendors must commit to serving only vegetarian food at
this event. Thank you.
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